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A LATIN POTTER'S SEAL IMPRESSION

The round is based on a prototype

pp. 182, 183

The text makes it clear that certain letter forms are not to be used:

The dots above the letters indicate defective letter forms.
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The Latin Impression seal is:

The seal consists of stamped Latin Impressions on a background of stamped Latin Impressions.

The seal is applied to the pot by pressing it into the clay before firing.

The seal is composed of:

1. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (a) words.
2. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (b) words.
3. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (c) words.
4. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (d) words.
5. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (e) words.
6. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (f) words.
7. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (g) words.
8. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (h) words.
9. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (i) words.
10. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (j) words.
11. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (k) words.
12. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (l) words.
13. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (m) words.
14. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (n) words.
15. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (o) words.
16. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (p) words.
17. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (q) words.
18. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (r) words.
19. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (s) words.
20. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (t) words.
21. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (u) words.
22. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (v) words.
23. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (w) words.
24. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (x) words.
25. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (y) words.
26. The seal contains a typical Roman name consisting of (z) words.

The seal is made from a stamp, which is then pressed into the clay.